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5 . 
Preface . 
At the Conference on Low r:requency Noise and Hearing the last 
afternoon was devoted to a panel discussicn , where the follow-
i ng subjects were under debate: 
1 . Direct physiological effects . 
2 . Psychologica l effects and effects on 
task performance . 
3 . Effects below threshold. 
4. Standardization of measurement. 
This supplement to the Proceedings presents a slight ly edi ted 
report of the discussion . 
The members of the panel were the following : P . Borredon, France , 
P.V.Briiel , Denmar k , D.L.Johnson , U.S.A . , H.G.Leventhall , U.K ., 
Jl.M¢ller , Denmark and T.Poulsen , Denmark, but also a number of 
par ticipants from the audience contributed to the discussion. I 
hereby want to thank them all . I especially thank Dr . H.G. Leven-
thall and Per Rubak, who have been very helpful editing this 
written version of the discussion . 
May I also use this opportunity to express my great pleasure at 
having seen so many participants from so many countries at the 
Conference. In spite of the fac~ that opinions are divided con-
cerning several questions, 1 beli eve it has now been shown t h a t 
the area of low frequency noise cannot be ignored in the future, 
especially not when annoyance effects are t o be taken into ac-
count . Some research has already been done but more is needed. 
Finally I want to express the hope that this Conference shoul d 
not be the last o ne within this specific area. 
Aalborg 23rd December, 1980 
Henrik .M¢ller 
Program Committee Chairman . 
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Panel Members: Paul Borredon , Centre d'Etudes et de 
Recherches de Medicine Aerospatiale, 
Paris , France. 
Per v . Bruel, Bruel & Kj~r, N~rum , Denmark. 
Daniel L. Johnson, Air Force Aerospace Medical 
Research Laboratories, Wright- Patterson 
AFB, Ohio, U.S.A. 
H.G. Leventhall, Chelsea College , University 
of London, U.K. (Chairman). 
Henrik M¢ller, Institute of Electronic Sy-
stems, Aalborg University Centre, Denmark. 
Torben Poulsen, The Acoustic Laboratory, 
Technical University, Denmark. 
H. G. Leventhall: We wish to have two parts to this panel dis-
cussion , the first on the effects of low frequency noise and 
the second on standardization of measurements . We could also 
consider the development of criteria . I will introduce the 
first section and later Dr. Bruel will introduce the second 
part of the discussion. 
Problems which have occurred to us in considering the effects 
of low frequency noise include, firstly, are there direct 
physiological effects of low frequency noise , and if so, at 
what levels do these occur? Secondly, are there effects at 
lower levels, for exampl e , psychological ef fects a nd effects 
o n task performance. Thirdly , a more d i fficul t problem is on 
whether there are e ffects of l ow frequency noise at levels 
below the hearing threshold. There seems to be some indica-
tion that there may be . Are there significant numbers of very 
sensitive peopl e , those who are badly disturbed by low fre-
quency noise? Do we need to investigate the possibility of 
low frequency tinnitus? Our own experience at Chelsea Co llege 
has been that it is necessary to be ab l e to exclude the pos-
s ibility of l ow frequency tinn itus in some investigatio ns of 
low fr equency no ise problems . There are a lso more direct 
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psychoacoustical phenomena s uch as the masking of low frequency 
noise by high frequency noise , threshold shift a nd hearing loss 
due to low frequency noise . 
we have at t he Conference many of the people who are interes-
ted in working on low frequency noise a nd we also need to con-
sider what the future work should be. Perhaps we could agree 
on some areas for development of our work. 
we could start the discussion with the question , are there di-
rect physiological eff ects and at what levels might these oc-
c ur ? 
Daniel L. Johnson : It is appropriate that I address t h is que-
stion because in t he conclusions of my paper, I hope to have 
at least partially answered t he question. If my conclusion is 
agreed with, you obviously have physiological effects . For ex-
ample , if you can prove a change in respiration pattern , and 
I have done t h at, it is a definite physiological effect. The 
level at which it occurs varies with frequency . I f you were at 
a higher f requency correspondi ng with the resonance of the 
lung , fo r example , about 50 Hz, the effect would occur at a -
bout 145-150 dB. I base that on the earl y study by Mohr . At 
l ower frequency, the level is h i gher. Something which I did 
not mention yesterday , is that there is a natural resan ance 
a t 3.5 to 4 . 5 Hz due to the trachea tube and I picked that 
up o n myself at about 143 dB. Hear i ng loss has also been de-
monstrated and although I am not sure where the threshold is, 
I think that it is above 1 50 dB fer humans , a lthough it is 
below that for chinchillas. 
Ther a i s also a na:ural infrasound which goes o n in your body 
all the time. One of our early experiments was to put a pres-
sure transducer into a dog and look at blood pressure whi l st 
we were giving it infrasound exposur e. We had planned t hat our 
exposur e level would not be above 160 dB and so the range of 
the transducer only went u p to 170 dB , but we found t hat the 
blood pressure levels in the dog were equivalent to about 1 78-
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180 dB. The natural blood pressure in the body c aused pres-
sure fluctuati ons of 1-2 Hz and our infrasound stimulus was 
lost . 
Henrik M¢ller : Physiologi cal effe cts of infrasound a t lower 
level have been shown. Dr. Ising showed us some r esults at 
this Conference and Ulf Landstrom was supposed to do, but 
unfortunately he was not able to come, so his paper can 
only be seen in t he Proceedings. I would like to ask Dr . 
Johnson: Are t hese effects only psychological and thus in-
direct physiological effects? 
Daniel L . Johnson: I am more confident discussing p hysiologi-
cal effects than psychological effects. I am not a psycholo-
gist, I am from an engineering background and I suspect that 
some effects are psychological and not physi ological , but 
this is o n ly a guess. 
H. G. Leventhal ! : A related po i nt is that t hes e effects occur 
at rather high l evels . Do s imilar levels occur very often out-
s ide a test laboratory? 
Henrik M¢ller: I don ' t think these effects were s hown at very 
high levels. As far as I remember Ulf Landstrom used 126 dB at 
about 16 Hz and that is similar to what you can reach in your 
everyday environment. There are pr obably many de legates who 
may know something about these i ndirect physio log ical effects . 
It will be useful to know if the effects occur only because 
the person hears the sound and whether it is related to the 
loudness. 
A.J. Ciceran, Brock University, Ontario, Canada : We carried 
out some experiments mainly intended to tranquil lize a class , 
i. e. to bring them to a lower level which is supposedly a more 
creative level of thinking and operating. We had a metronome 
on the ceiling set at 60 cycles per minute . At the source it 
was 40 dB so that when you were sitting in the r oom, it was 
almost subliminal (the closest person was about 8 feet away). 
Some people could hear it and some could not. The experiment 
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is not yet completed but the first thing we noticed was that 
the word fr equency changed. For example, if t he frequency was 
approximately 80 words per minute when the metronome was off, 
it went to 50- 60 words per minute when it was on, changing 
the rate of speech of both the lecturer and the students. 
There is obviously so me effect at subliminal levels because 
people did no t hear it apart from the instructor who knew 
that i t was o n. 
H. G. Leventhal!: This brings us to the question of whether 
there are any effects below threshold. We have come across 
people who appear to be extra sens itive and we assume that 
they may be hearing infrasound or low frequ ency noise which 
is below thr eshold. However , when we talk about below thres-
hold, we tend to mean below the average threshold. Some of 
the work from Japan reported here showed t he spread of thres-
ho ld. It may be t hat people who are extra sensitive have a 
l ow t hreshold. 
Per Rubak , Institute of Electronic Sys tems , Aalborg Univer si-
ty Centre , Denmark: In this connection I also think t hat J¢r-
gen Svensson and Sven Tyrland 's observations of t he momentary 
level distr ibution should be taken into account . The question 
is whether t he level is be l o w threshold or not, when cons ider-
i ng r andom low fr equency noise with high crest facto rs. I 
think we hear t he peak values. 
H.G. Leventhal!: Many c omplainants do say that the noise which 
they hear is throbbing. Perhaps if we hear t he peaks , this 
contributes t owards the throbbing characteristic. This point 
d oes o f course, bring us to the problem o f analysis because 
the analysers which we u se give us an average over a time in-
terval and hide what is perhaps one of t he most important cha-
r acterist ics of t he no ise, t he fact tha t it may be f l uctuating. 
Has there been a ny experience of low frequency tinnitus? This 
is a problem whic h we are faced with in the U.K. and it has 
arisen in the following way. A large number of complaints of 
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low frequency noise disturbance has come to us at Chelsea 
Col lege and we do know that in some cases, they are not hea-
ring an external noise. One of our techniques is to ask the 
person to match the noise which they are hearing to a noise 
which we generate in the laboratory and once or twice the 
matching noise has been o f such level that it is clearly not 
an external noise. It has been audible to all in t he labora-
tory , whereas the noise of which they c omplain has been audib-
le on ly to themselves in their own homes. We feel sure that 
this is low freque ncy tinnitus. The noise is often de scribed 
as throbbing and in the matching work quite a number of peop-
le match at about 40 Hz with a throbbing frequency of 1. 5 to 
2 pe r second. There has been a d ifference of opinion in our 
own laboratory about t his. One person believes that most of 
the complainants are tinnitus sufferers whilst we do not all 
agree. I think that the mo re proper view is to say that s ome 
are tinnitus, some we know are not tinnitus and others we do 
not know whether they are or whether they are not. It is dif-
ficult to determine whe ther a person is suffering from low 
frequency t innit u G but we do think a l ot of the effort which 
has b een put into tracing l ow frequency noises has been wast-
ed effort in these cases wh ich turn out to be people who have 
tinnitus . 
Verner Pedersen, Technological I nst itute, Copenha gen, Denmark: 
Do you have the audiograms for these people? 
H. G. Leventhal! : We have measured the low frequenc y audiograms 
as well as the normal range audiogram. One o f the c onvincing 
indicators of l ow frequency tinnitus i s when t he hearing i s 
poor both in the audio frequency and low frequency regions and 
yet they hear sounds . 
Verner Pedersen: I would like to have some opinion of t he use 
of psychological effects a s a basis for r egu lations . The 
psychological effects wi l l usually be expr essed as a sort of 
exper i ence . Can that s ubjective expression o f a n experience 
be convert ed to numbers as i n the usual engineering way? 
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Torben Poulsen : I wi l l t ry to answer that question b u t be-
fore I do , I have to admit t ha t I am not a psyc holog i st b u t 
a n engineer a s Dr . Johnson . I also have no special experience 
in the low frequency range and so am not actually an expert 
on this pane l. At the Technica l Universi t y in Copenhagen we 
have been i nvestigat i ng the anno yance f r om fluctua t i ng no ise 
and I can give some remarks about this . The investigat ions 
have been performed i n order to correlate the annoyance with 
ob j ective measurements made by sound level met ers or similar 
met hods . The aim is to find out what measure correl ates best 
with the annoyance fel t by the observers . The investigation s 
showed that t he best way of doing that i n the audio frequency 
ra nge was to u se t he equivalent level in order to describe 
the a nnoyanc e . We s t il l have the problem of determining whe re 
to set the limi ts but i t is not a matter f or the engineers to 
set t he l owes t levels , but for the Authorities . They will s et 
t h e l i mits in order t o protect s ay , 90% of t h e popu l ation . 
Per Rubak: Concerning super- sens itive people , Dr . Kemp a nd 
others have s hown that if audiograms are measured at many fre-
quenc ies only a few Hz apart , the r e are big repr o duceabl e f l uc -
tuat i ons in thr eshold , ± 10 dB f o r indi vidua l pers ons . I t i s 
very t i me consuming but for some of your subjects it would be 
an i dea t o measure audiograms a t closel y s paced frequencies 
in the region where they are ver y sensit i ve . Dr . Kemp only did 
his measurements at audio frequencies and I do not know whether 
any one has done these measurements at low frequencies . 
H.G. Leventha ll : We have looked at this fine struc ture in the 
threshold for audio frequencies and found it there . We have 
only looked at one or two people at low frequencies and so far 
not found it, but this is part of our current progra mme of work 
and we will be lookin g more carefull y and in more detail at 
the low frequencies . 
Henrik M¢ller: I have one of these cases of super- sensitive 
people. I have tried to investigate i n several cases what could 
be the reason for compl aints . In one of the cases it appeared 
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to be a real problem. This was a middle-aged lady who compla -
ined about some sounds and it seemed that there wa s in her 
home a sound a l though it was below the hearing threshold 
level. She was very interested to find o u t if this was the 
problem so she came to Aalborg and we measured her hearing 
threshold level at frequencies in the low frequency range but 
it was completely in the middle of the norma l range. She had 
normal hearing at low frequencies. 
H.G. Lev enthal!: You may have missed the frequenc i es at which 
she had extra sensitivity. This is a difficult measurement. 
As Per Rubak said, it can be ver y t i me consumi ng . 
J5rgen Svensson, Ingemansson Acoustics, Sweden: At this 
Conference we have been mainly presented with experiments which 
last for a rather short time , t he longest being about 8-10 
days . Perhaps if people were exposed to infrasound for a period 
of one or two years or even more, their react i ons would be dif-
ferent. Has there been any ser i ous attempt to make investiga-
tions on a statistical basis of the r eal long term effects ·of 
infrasound? A Swedi sh scientist has made some attempt in that di-
rection, does anybody know of anything else like t his? 
I. Malecki, Warsaw , Poland: We have tr ied to carry out such an 
investigation in connection with drivers, especially in heavy 
trucks, but it is very difficult as there is not only infra-
sound . You always have such a mixed spec t rum so it is very 
difficult to know what is the influence of infrasound and 
what is the influence of audible sound, e.g . for low frequen-
cies or for 100 cycles and above. That is why I think that i f 
you take the definition of infrasound as 2-20 Hz it is very 
difficult to know what is the influence of just this part of 
the s pec trum excluding the higher and lower frequencies. 
H.G . Leventhal!: The point you have raised is an important one 
and might be rela ted to what we say later on about standardi-
zation. Referring to the question which was raised of whether 
any long term work has been done , the o nly long term work is 
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ir. the invest. igat ie:n of per s Jste;it C01'1pla.in ts from ind i yridu-
a l peoplP.. ~·.?e do knc1i. that peopl e complain and continue ~-._,_) 
compl"lin over long pet-iods if t lH·y cont i n u e to be exposed to 
t~e sound. There is an increase in stress for the peopl e du-
rim; this time . I think that ~:he only long t erm exposure we 
can look at is actual field experience. 
Per Rubak: I know in Denmark there is some investig~tion of 
people working in power plants. :;ewspapers reported that there 
was sic;nificant statistical evide:1ce that people wo:::-k ing in 
e:!.ectric"'l power plants, had r.tore heart attacks and more 
l1eart: disease~. It would be useful to hear if there a.re such 
investigations in oth<:r countries. 
_!:E>r:rik H¢ller: I do not_ ~ hin!~ thal the.;;e are the ~nly inves-
~ Ls a t ions . l remember some J;"rcnch i n·.'est iga tions carried o ·J.t 
Ly Fecc i et. al. Perh<irs :·.:r. l3orredo:« wi :!. ~ be able to refer 
':O this. 
Paul Iicrredon: I don't kr-.o·.· thi'i experiment. ::ay 1 r e mark on 
trie pi;ysiol cg i cal 2ffer:':s of h.-w frequency sour.cl. At modera-
te levels for exa~ple dt !30 d~, we ~ere unable to show any 
effec~ on performance . T~e dias t ol!c pre3surc is a diffi-
cult parame::.er but .,,e ~·'ere ablr? to show that unde:.- exposure 
at a level of 130 dB and at a frequency o f 7.5 Hz t he d ia-
stolic pressure rose in our subject. The heart rate a nd 
systol ic pressure did not c hange but we were able to see 
physiological effects of moderate level on a cardio- vascu-
lar parameter. I believe that i t was due to the sympathetic 
innervation of the middle ear. I believe that sensitive 
people may perhaps have an otiti f disease . 
Uffe Rasmussen, Danish Labour Inspection Service, Denmark : I 
would like to refer to the investigation in the power plant . 
Although ther e have been some news art icle s about this pro-
blem, the statistical material is so small that you cannot 
draw any conc l usion . Even the hypothesis that more peopl e 
suffer from heart attacks in power plants is suspect . I think 
10 people met and remembered that some of their colleagues in 
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the power plant had died early and then pe::iple from the La-
bour Union suggested that it could be infrasound, but they 
have no basis for this t hesis and it i s complete speculati-
on until further investigations have been made. 
Sonja Nielsen, Danisk Labour Inspection Service , Denmark: I 
have looked at some Finnish and Italian investigations of 
morbidity and mortality rate among train drivers and these 
have shown that there is a very high rate of hypertension 
and mortality. Train drivers are exposed to vibrations, low 
frequency sounds and normal sounds. I want to ask why there 
have not been many investigations of the effects of low fre-
quency sounds in factories and why there is not a traditio n 
for working together in broader gro ups? Why is it always en-
gineers or medical people who work with these problems? 
Torben Poulsen: I would like to comment on the statistics. 
I 'd like to make a generel remark on correlation t echniques . 
I have read that these are a very sharp tool, but if you use 
a sharp tool you are likely to be cut by t hat tool. So if 
you are not very careful i n its u se, you might make a mis-
take and end with the wrong conclusions. That is one point 
in statistics . Another is that these big computers are po-
pular and you can go data crunching with them . Simply put 
all your data into the computer and press the button and 
it will come out with a lot of paper and a lot of numbers 
a nd perhaps ther e will be some correlation which you can use 
for conclusions. I think that's the wrong way to do it and 
I would recommend a nother very special computer . It i s cal-
led the Mark I Eyeball Computer and that means that when you 
are , for example, entering your data on a sheet of paper you 
should already be able to see the effects simply by using 
your Eyeball Computer . To put it another way, a statistical 
test which is not very common is the intraoccular traumatic 
t est . If your data does not hit you right between the eyes , 
t here i s no effect s hown. It is perhaps a little crude to 
put it like tha t but one must be careful not to draw con-
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clusions from data which are not worth using. 
H. G. Leventhall: One of the difficulties i n this area is that 
we do not have a lot of data and long term experience such as 
we have for the higher f requency noise . 
Daniel L. Johnson: We do not have a lot of experience and I 
would claim that that is because there are n o very definite 
ef f ects of low frequency noise from the practical point of 
view. That is why we have been able to go for year af t er year 
not worrying about low f r equency noise . It is some sensitive 
people who alert us that there is a problem at all . However, 
I think that the vast majority of us could probably go for 
another 20 or 100 years and not wor ry too muc h about the 
problem . 
Jean Matte i, Electricite de France, France: According t o my 
own experience, not on infrasound but on co:nplaints, generally 
people complain b e cause they have a sound and often because 
you have a modulation of the sound . For instance , when you have 
two ventilators of close speed, you have a beat between them 
and people compl a in . In on e way, it is i nfrasound because it 
is a few Hz but in fact it is a modulat i on of the sound it-
self. We have o n ly had one case in 25 years of a compla int 
actually of very low frequency. I th i nk Dr. J ohnson is corre ct 
in saying the problem is mos tly in the audible area rather than 
in the infrasound area . What I have heard since the beginning 
of this Conference, is that prob l ems are mostly a bout audible 
sound becau se when you talk about fracturing a wi ndow and si -
milar things it is a c ase of detection of the infrasound, but 
it i s audible sound . I th i nk that mostly peop l e are concerned 
about sound in the low frequency area but not the infrasoun d 
area and I th i nk that there are years of study in that . What 
would be useful is that whenever l aboratory workers find a 
person who is very sensit i ve to low f requency sound they 
should keep the name on reco rd so eventua lly we will have a 
group of 200 sens i tive people and then we can carry out an 
experiment. 
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I. Malecki: It seems to me that in general and in my own 
country there is an overestimation of the inf l uence of infra-
sound, especially by journalists. They like to describe new 
phenomena. We have to be more conscious abou t this problem. 
On the other hand , even though ten years ago the public was 
not exposed much, the infrasound increases as modern techno-
logy changes and we must keep in mind that the position will 
be worse in t he future . 
Verner Pedersen: I do not know whether or not there is a pro-
blem in infrasound but I know that, especial ly here in Den-
mark , we have many complaints about the indoor climate and 
usually we th ink that the solution lies in solving the ther-
mal problem or pollution of the indoor a ir . But it all depends 
on the experience of the person who comes to diagnose the 
problem. If he does not know of the infrasound problem, he 
will not be able to recognize possible problems o f this kind. 
H.G . Leventhall: Firstly, the po ints raised by Prof. Malecki 
and Dr. Mattei. 
The name of this Conference was deliberately chosen as Low 
Frequency Noise and Hearing to indicate that it was not ex-
clusive to infrasound . It was felt by the Program Commit-
tee that the infrasound region alone, i.e. below 20 Hz was 
much too restrictive a range to be significant. That is why 
the Conference has covered a range of 100 Hz or above . In 
our work at Chelsea College we do not say that we are work-
ing in infrasound, because we are not doing so . We are work-
ing in the range from about 10 Hz to 100 Hz or above and it 
is this which we believe to be the important region. 
Torben Poulsen: There is something which is worth considering 
when we talk about low frequency noise and infrasound and al-
so perhaps in connection with very sensitive people and this 
is the cochlea and the func tion i ng of the inner ear . Consider-
ing the cochlea there are different places where the maximum 
amplitude occurs on the bas i lar membrane . For h i gh frequencies 
it is at the lower end of the cochlea and for low frequencies 
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at the apex of the cochlea . This means that if we are s timu-
lating the cochlea with a low frequency sound, t he vibrati-
ons of the middle ear and oval window causes the fluid in 
the cochlea to move and this also occurs in those places 
where the hair cel ls are sensitive to the higher freque ncy 
s ound. Thus, when we are stimulating with a low frequency 
sound we have to pass all the high frequency areas in the 
cochlea before we go to the l ocation for the l ow frequenc i es. 
If we are talking about travelling/standing waves in the 
coc hlea it could be correct for pure tones that there will 
o nly be excitation in the upper e nd of the cochlea , but if 
we are talking about fluctuating noise, there will be some 
change in the who l e cochlea system and the part which is 
n ormally e xcited for high f requency tones may also receive 
some excitation . Therefore , if people are sensitive to low 
frequency sound , it could be because the excitation goes 
through the whole cochlea . I t is a similar idea t o Dr. John-
son's on distortio n in the middle ear. There will be some 
components of the higher frequencies which could cause some 
hearing. 
Son j a Nie lsen: I did not rece ive any answers to the questions 
I asked before and now I a m asking a new one. The tradition 
in l abour protection, has been of not taking complaints ser-
i o usly before the r e have been some corpses on the table . Be-
cause o f that, I find Johnson ' s remarks a bi t provoking . There 
can be problems that can be very serious even though we do not 
know about them and you do not necessarily have to have t he 
corpses on the table before you start t ak ing things seriously . 
Daniel L . Johnson: I f I had taken the oppos i te side of my sta-
t ement , that is exact ly what I would have proposed . It took a 
long time before modern man realized that banging on brass 
k ettles , being an iron-smith or boiler-maker caused you to 
b ecome deaf. It is well known t hat you can damage your o r gan 
of hea ring and this can be demonst r ated in a laborat ory . One 
of the things with infrasound, which I think is tough, and 
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which may require more experiments, is that we have had dif-
ficulty in demonstrating adverse effects of infrasound below 
120 dB . Until you can do tha t , even for a short time, it is 
harder to visualize how you are going to have l ong term pro-
blems in infrasound. There are peopl e who are exposed to 
fairly high levels of infrasound throughout their lifetime. 
For exampl e, those in ships. Those in submar ines have been 
exposed for l ong periods and there is the data of Tonndorf 
which shows the levels were probably around 140 dB. The c rew 
did get scars on the tympanic membrane . Thus, at a high 
enough level, you can have long term effects but I strongly 
suspect that you have to be above 120 dB and I think that 
most of our industrial exposures are below that. We do not 
have people who are obviously being damaged by infrasound. 
I am not saying that you should not look for them b ut I do 
not think that you will find them . 
Verner Pedersen: But do you need to have adverse irreversib-
le effects before taking acti on? Is it not enough to know -
that there is a temporary adverse effect? 
Daniel L. Johnson: That is more of a political decision than 
an engineer ing decision. My personal philosophy is that we 
can go and set regulations and standards for all kinds of 
th i ngs we do in life but hopefully, there is some basis for 
setting the standard . If you do not have some basis you can 
dream up standards all day long . So my response is that you 
must have some proof before you s t ar t set ting levels. 
Henrik M¢ller: We have a lready shown that infrasound and low 
frequency sound is annoying and I think that one of the main 
c riteria coul d be that it should not be t o o annoying. We do 
no t need to look for adverse physiologi cal effects . A sound 
should be avoided if people are annoyed by it . That is the 
reason why we started annoyance measurements in Aalborg . 
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Annelise Rosenfalck,Institute of Electronic Systems , Aal-
borg Un i versity Centre , Denmar k : I wi sh t o ask or. Johnson 
about the s ubjects wh i ch you have t ested . I believe that 
they were all pilots a nd that is not a normal population 
because they were ver y selected. They are selected by ma n y 
tests before training, and they may have been i nsensitive 
to infr asound. Alternatively, they have pro bably been ex-
posed to a lot of infrasound during their f lying wi thout 
much ear protec tion. Do you think that pilots are really 
the group of subjec ts on wh ich to base regulations for a 
norma l population? 
Daniel L . John son: That is an excellent question. Pilots 
are not normal subjects but our subjects were not pi lots . 
I do not know if they were a more normal gro up than pilots 
b ecause our sub jec t s were University students and I have 
n ever felt that University students were normal. They were 
from about 18 to 26 years o ld and had bee n male except for 
our last performance studies when we used 8 females and 6 
ma l es. Other than that I th ink t hey are r epresentative 
of a cross sectio n but we did do some scr eening to confirm 
that t h ey had normal hearing a nd t hey d id not have any ear 
disease s uch as midd le ear infect ion or sinus difficulties . 
I t is probab le that somebody with sinus t roubles might be 
more affected by infrasound a nd you may b ecome more sens i -
tive if you do have this type of i n fection. 
Annelise Rosenfalck : All your experiments were performed on 
young people bet ween 18 a nd 26 years o l d which is similar 
to M¢ller ' s exper iments , but before you can make any r egu-
lations, the ef f ect of age should be inc luded . 
Daniel L. J ohnson: I do p artially agr ee but thi s is not t h e 
only s itua tion in which regulations based on young people ha-
ve covered a who l e population . You could includ e not j ust old 
people but people in var ious s t ates of health. Not somebody 
on his sick bed but people who have respiratory t y pe of in-
fections which are not bad e n ough t o prevent t hem working . 
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H.G. Leventhall: Could I make a request for standardization 
of terminology . When we say infrasound , we should be refer-
ring to sounds below 20 Hz and if we mean low frequency no i se, 
perhaps up to 100 Hz , we can then call it low frequency 1}9_-!.s~ 
Henrik M¢ller: I agree that we must take into account the ef-
fects of older people and agree with Sonja Nielsen that there 
should be joint work with engineers , physicians and psycholo-
gists. In the work with this Conference I tried to get in 
touch with other people than engineers and did meet a few who 
were not engineers. Unfortunately, most of us are engineers 
but I wou l d like to do work where there are other categories 
of researchers involved . 
H.G. Leventhall: We have been going for about an hour on this 
topic and perhaps we should now turn to other aspects of our 
discussion. 
Uffe Rasmussen: We are concerned daily with assessing indu-
strial noise in the range 80-100 dB. I underst and from Dr. 
Briiel that there are some controversial i d eas about chang-
ing the measurement of low frequency noise from the A cur ve 
t o some other curve . Is there some scienti fic evidence to 
support the use of the A curve for assessment of the hear i ng 
damage risk and the annoyance of low frequency noise. 
Per V . Briiel: That is one of the topics we should take up in 
the panel . We have known for some time that we are underesti-
mating low frequency noi se in indust ry in the range from 20 
Hz up to a few hundred Hz . From the annoyance aspect my spe-
cific suggestion is that i n a report from this Conference we 
should make some official request to ISO to take up this pro-
blem. It could involve a revision of the A curve or it could 
be a new curve which correlates better for the l o wer frequen-
cies for industrial annoyance . Looking into the history of 
the A curve it seems really a mirac le that we can use it all. 
It is based on old loudness curves measured by Bell Laborato-
ry in 1927 being taken as the reciprocal of the 40 phon. This 
curve was obtained by comparison of loudness and had nothing 
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to do with disturbance. Consequently the A curve is not based 
on the concept of annoyance and furthermore it was meant for 
measuring loudness at very low levels . For normal industrial 
noise you shou ld use the B ct:rve and for very loud noise , the 
c curve. However, without any justification , we dropped all 
that, and we found that the A curve maybe correlated well 
with the annoyance concept although this was not the initial 
intention. Later on the D curve was deve l oped for aeroplane 
noise giving greater weight to the high frequencies between 
1000 and 4000 Hz as well as to the very low frequencies. I 
have never understood why people listening to aeroplane noi-
se are different from people listening to indus tr ial noise, 
but that is the way in which we are working. We use the D 
curve or the PNdB for aeroplane noise and treat all other noi-
ses in different ways. We should try to do something about 
this problem and should give it a higher priority than the 
frequency range between 2 an.J 20 flz because that range is 
not so i mportant . 
Torben Poulsen: Dr . Bruel is correct in what he says about 
the A curve but this, as well as the B and C are equal loud-
ness curves which means t hat they are valid only for pure 
tone and for one pure tone heard alone. These curves have 
no meaning at all for broadband noise so it real ly is a 
miracle that we can use the A curve at higher levels, but 
it works because it is possible to compare the annoyance 
from similar sources using dB(A) numbers . It may work because 
the A curve is cutting down on the low frequency end of the 
spectrum and by taking away this ener gy it may compensate 
for masking e ffects in hearing. It may not be good for very 
low frequency noise but the A curve is fairly good for nor-
mal broadband noises. The D curve works because the additi-
onal annoyance of jet a irc r aft in the range 2-4 kHz is taken 
into account in the peak of the curve. 
Jean Mattei : If you use the A, B and C curves, you should 
then be chang ing the weight i ng curve as you went from low 
level to h i gh l evel. This would mean that the frequency band 
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was changed with level making it difficult to compare measu-
rement f rom different noises , or even the same noise at dif-
ferent levels. When we refer to decibels we must say what 
kind of decibels we are using and as Dr. Briiel said in his 
paper another problem is the bandwidth. If you do not give 
the bandwidth, it becomes nonsense and I regret that in so-
me of the papers it was not clear what frequency band they 
were using. It was difficult to know what type of low fre-
quency noise was being considered. Regarding annoyance we 
must keep i n mind that a n noyance due to nois e is a probl em 
for only 30%. 70% . of the annoyance i s from factors other 
than noise . That is why ISO recommended keeping to the 
dB(Al because there were too many curves. However, when 
people have a problem, C weighting should also be used and 
the difference between dB(C) and dB(A) stated . That is what 
was recommended in older documents, enabling us to have in-
forma t ion a b out the low frequency content of the noise. How-
ever, peop le did not measure the dB(C) alth ough if you have 
more than 19 dB difference t here is more low frequency than 
high frequency and you could go to the l inear curve. Some 
of the curves shown by Dr. Brliel in his paper are no t far 
from t he C curve so do we need another one? If we keep to 
the old recommendation y ou can have an indica tion of the 
low f r equency cont e nt by the difference between dB(C) a nd 
dB(A). Nobody does that a nd so we cannot tel l wh ether we 
need a new curve or can keep the old one. It is an impor-
tant problem as if we wish to compare experiments we must 
work on the same technical basis. 
Uffe Raswussen: Does anybody have scientific evidence that 
low frequency noise is less dangerous to the ear than high 
frequency noise? 
Daniel L. Johnson : It has been shown from animal experiments 
t hat you can get levels which produce structural damage and 
in this, the lower frequencies are not as e f fective as the 
higher frequenci e s . There has been recent experiments that 
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go down to 31 Hz and at the threshold level for the commen-
cement of effects, it seems that the A curve is a good de-
scriber of the threshold . However, if you consider levels 
of about 100 dB (A), the A curve may not be correct because 
I think that then damage due to low frequencies progresses 
more rapidly than for higher frequencies as has been shown 
by the normal experiments. In fact, in the United States, 
it was realized that our octave band criteria for exposure 
were the inverse of an A c urve and so we adopted the A 
curve . 
H.G. Leventhall: Those exper ienced in work in infrasound 
and low frequencies would be willing to go with their un-
protected ear into say , 140 dB at 10 Hz and will emerge with-
out any obvious damage . They would certainly not go into 1 4 0 
dB at 1000 Hz . 
Henrik M~ller: There was a question from the audience whether 
the dB(A) curve could not give good correlation with annoyan-
ce . I know that Bryan and Tempest at Salford University made 
experiments on subjective annoyance for sounds containing low 
frequency components, and they showed very poor correlations 
with the dB(A) . That was even when they only compared sounds 
which all contained low frequencies . I do not know of compa-
risons of sounds with and without low frequencies but I think 
there is real evidence t hat you cannot use the dB(A) curve . 
T . ten Wolde , Institute of Applied Physics , TNO, Netherlands : 
I think the NR curves, originally defined by ISO, should not 
be forgotten . My Insti t ute has considerable experience with 
ship board noise which contains considerable low frequencies 
in the region 20-100 Hz . In this case the dB(A) is not doing 
a good job with respect to annoyance but in these cases the 
NR curves are always correct, always giving the correct or-
der of annoyance and we should reconsider the NR set of c ur-
ves. 
H . G . Leventhal! : One of the public utilities in the U. K. does 
use NR curves modified at the low frequency end. It is felt 
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that the NR curves rise too steeply at the low frequencies 
and so they continue them down to the lower frequencies , 
rising less rapidly in order to give more weight to these 
frequencies. 
Per v. Bruel: I would like t o go to a compl etely different 
thing which is the presentation of data . On looking thr ough 
the Conference Proceedin gs you will see that in about half 
the cases you cannot see what bandwi dth has been used in 
measurement of the sound pressure l evel. Even fo r measure-
ments where it i s indicated, there may be difficulties, for ex-
ample , page 193, figure 2 and page 271, figure 1. To compa-
re these decibel levels you have to add or subtra ct 28 dB. 
In other cases there is 23 - 24 dB difference between f igu-
res. This is for these examples where it is possible to 
calculate from one to the other but there are others in 
the Proceedings where you do not kno w what to do and they 
have lost significance because you do not have that infor-
mation. Can we, in the future, do something abou t this un-
certainty we have on the physical side? There are enough un-
certainties in human react i ons and we should not introduce 
more in our physical descriptions. Although we from a phy-
sical point of view could use several kinds of description , 
I think we should try to describe the low frequency sound 
in the same way as we describe audible sound. We should use 
a log- scale and avoid the linear frequency scales we have 
seen . Linear scales can be used for machinery vibration in 
industry where they are useful, but for acoustical matters 
we should use octave, 1/3 octave , or constant percentage 
bandwidth s, as these are suitable f o r the logarithmic scale 
whic h we should also be using. 
If we have pure tones we do not have the bandwidth problem 
and in the infrasound region it is impo rta nt to know how 
pure t he t o ne is . Even a small amount o f distortion is im-
port ant in infrasound measurements since only 1 % or \% 
distortio n can influence the experiment as you may be hear-
ing the harmonics and not the fundamental. So the quality 
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of the tone should be given. 
Another point is that many different ratios between decibel 
scales and frequency scales have been used. The ratio should 
be stated. One of the most common is to equal 50 decibels 
with one decade in frequency, then we have an immediate im-
pression of how the curves look . 
Finally, there is a large level distribution in low frequen-
cy noise in industry and it would be helpful to have some in-
dication of this distribution, either by distribution curves , 
crest factor or at least some indication of the integrating 
time that has been used. 
Henrik M¢ller: I think the discussion about the curve stopped 
too soon. At this Conference we have considered many effects 
and have discussed high levels and low levels but with many 
results which do not agree. The only thing we have heard no-
thing about at the Conference is annoyance measurements but 
now you have proposed a standard which should deal with an-
noyance. Is it not too early for such a standard , since as 
far as I know, nobody has really made equal annoyance ratings? 
Per v . Brliel: You are completely right. I think you are re-
sponding to my Conference paper where we were only dealing 
with 2 Hz to 20 Hz. The reas on for considering a standard is 
only because we have a situation where some countries wish to 
have a standard and the one which has been chosen in Sweden 
i s going to cost the world an unnecessary amount of money . 
For example, if the wind is blowing hard you would not be 
legally allowed to work in Sweden . I agree that there is no 
sc ientific basis for this , but if we can agree on a weight-
ing curve it will save industry from an unnecessary burden 
and that will be a good achievement. 
Henrik M¢ller: I think it is a pity that tha t should b e the 
reason for developing the standard. It woulu be a better idea 
to make standards on how to measure the physical properties 
of the noise and not d evise weighting curves. Then countries 
can use the physical properties for developi ng their crite-
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ria . It would be better to say, f or exampl e, that the noise 
should be measured in 1/3 octave bands . 
Per V. Briiel: I completely agree . Noise should b e measured 
to give its spectr um b u t officials want a single figure and 
t hat is the reason f or doing i t . I do not like it, but that 
is the way things are going. 
J¢rgen Bach Andersen, Institu te of Electronic Systems, Aal-
borg University Centre, Denmark: I have always been worried 
about dB curves as these are essentially power ra tics and you 
talk about noise and pure tones. It is all signals without 
information and what I have sensed these last two days is 
that apparently some of the most annoying things are those 
containing information. For example , the beat that Dr . Mattei 
mentioned from two ventilators which may be running at a few 
hundred Hz where the annoying part is fine deta i ls in the 
spec t rum or in other words the modulation down in the so-
called infrasonic range. So with these new recorrunendations 
you measure the noise power or what I would like to call t he 
"temperature" of the signal, rather than the information 
content. Is this really related to annoyance? 
Per V. Brliel: There is a complete analogue in o ur normal way 
of measuring noise. We use the dB(A) curve or something else, 
which is more or l ess the power, weighted in some form but 
without information on the content. We all know that a very 
small sound can irritate people, for example, a small in-
sect flying around your head. The level is very low but it 
is extremely irritating, whereas people like to go to a 
discotheque and think it is wonderful to have 120 dB around 
them. So it is correct that the signal itself has a very big 
influence, but I do not know how we are going to include 
this as we are so used to looking at the power . One advan-
tage of power is that it is a clear physical description 
and we know what we are dealing with. 
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Jean Mattei: I n suppor t of Dr. Briiel, I think the question 
is perfectly good , but in I SO , we had to give up the idea 
and even change the title of ISO 1996 which was on the ac-
cumulative reaction. We s i mply ca l led it the description of 
the sound in the environment . This means that we cannot ana-
lyse the problem. There is no way out since the noise i s 
only 30% of the whole problem and 70 % is the information 
content, the way you feel, whether you are happy o r no t a nd 
s o on . You cannot put that i n a standard so we h ad to keep 
to a physical description and hope t hat peopl e use standar-
dized methods of physical description. In this way we might 
deal wi th annoyance and that is why I regret that people 
have not measured the d i ffer ence between dB(A) a nd dB(C) 
at l ow frequencies . If they had done so we would already 
have had an indication of t he importance of low frequency 
noise in complaints. Inst ead of developing a n ew curve , I 
think we should try to have a good description of the noise 
and i n the new I SO 1996 we will be us ing Leq for t he physi-
ca l description of the noise , hoping t hat through this com-
mon use , people can deal with the annoyance prob l em. It is 
very expensive to study annoyance and it is bet ter to com-
pare results from different countries so tha t you can at 
least get a general idea . That is why we must stick to a 
physical description and not go on t o annoyance . I remem-
ber that in ISO 1996 we were very optimistic about this 
but had to change our mi nds . 
I. Ma lecki : There i s a contradiction here . On the one side 
there is very soph i sticat ed research on annoyance but on t he 
o ther side we must have a simple method of evaluation to be 
used for legislation. In t he Wor l d Health Organization, they 
like to have simple data on noise as t hey have on other 
kinds of pollution , for example air pollution by chemicals . 
That is why I agree that there should be a general look at 
the whole spectrum including the low frequency. I f we are 
go i ng to inc l ude measurements of the l ow frequenc i es , we 
need simple i nstruments which wi ll cover· the who le spectrum 
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in low frequency band. I think a recomrnenda tion concerning 
the device to measure the low frequency band is necessary . 
It has been mentioned that the report of this Conference 
will be sent to ISO as a suggestion. But it seems also that 
through FASE we will be able to distribute the report to 
all the Acoustical Societies of Europe in o r der to draw 
their attention to this question and to help them avoid 
some elementary errors which take place in measurements. 
Per Rubak: Mr. Brilel did not mention in his paper the inte-
gration times which should be used in the new standard. Has 
the ISO Group been considering the time constant to use? 
Per v. Briiel: No, it was the intention that if ISO decides 
to go ahead with such a weighting curve, it should be 
turned over to IEC to describe the details, including the 
integration time. 
Gert Rojahn, Ministry of Environments, Denmark: I would 
like to draw the attention to the risk of not getting enough 
results if you introduce a curve like the one Dr. Brilel has 
shown us today. It has been mentioned several times that 
the Swedish must not work when the wind is blowing because 
of the curve chosen. If you are present yourself during 
measurement of noise in industry or the environment you can 
say whether the noise is a radio turned up full or from the 
machinery. When you come to infrasound you cannot hear it 
so if you introduce this curve you will only get one f i-
gure . If you use 1/3 oc t ave bands you could perhaps say 
that the noise is around 2 Hz and that it is due to the 
wind b lowing or that it is a nother source causing the high 
l evel. So if you introduce this curve, will you no t lose 
much of the information about what is actually the annoy-
ance of the infrasound? 
Henrik M¢ller: I completely agree. We are now at a point in 
the investigation of infrasound where we know that people 
may be annoyed but we do not know which physical properties 
that the annoyance i s related to, for example with respec t 
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to frequency a nd level distr i but i on . Therefore it is not a 
good thing to introduce a we i gh t ing curve because we t hen 
lose information which we would have recorded without it . 
I think that is the point of view J¢rgen Sven sson had t h i s 
morning, too . 
Per v. Brliel : I agree completely with both of you t hat 
everything should be done t o get a detailed analysis o f 
sound . I prefer 1/3 octave because it is more or less 
standardized . However, we have to have one f i gure for le-
gislation and I do not see that the introduct i on of a 
weighting curve of some kind will necessaril y exclude a 
detailed analysis which we also need. 
H.G . Leventha l l : There is no difference between using a 
sound level meter weighting curve in the audio f r equencies 
and a sound level meter curve in the very low and infra-
sonic frequencies . We lose information but the problem is 
whether we can get sufficient i nformation for a part i cular 
purpose by the use of a we i ghting curve . 
Verner Pedersen : Referring to the Swedish criteria and the 
obj ections to it because most factories wi l l not be able 
to work when it is windy , you could s t op measuring sound 
when the wind velocity if over a certain speed . 
Per v. Brliel : That also happens in the audio range if you 
want to measure a noise you should be sure that other sour-
ces, including wind, are not disturbing you. 
Verner Pedersen : Then I do not understand the argument that 
the weighting c urve would stop work ing in factories many 
times a year. 
Per v. Brlie l : Suppose that you have limits as i n Sweden where 
you are not allowed exposures of more than 110 dB of 2 Hz 
over an eight hour working day . If the wi nd blows heavily 
for eight hours, you are exceeding the indicated l evel and 
it is pure nonsense to put a level of 110 dB in industry 
b e cause nobody consider s it hazardous or annoying to work 
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in a workshop when the wind is blowing outside. This indi-
cates that it is too low a limit to put on a 2 Hz frequency . 
Henrik M¢ller: I agree with Mr. Briiel that both the Swedish 
and Norwegian proposals are very bad for that reason. 
H.G. Leventhal!: We should be aware that ma n has been exposed 
to fairly high levels at 2 Hz and the low frequencies for 
many thousands of years . We have grown up and developed with 
these and cannot feel that they are a serious hazard. 
Jens Holger Rindel, The Acoustic Laboratory, Technical Uni-
versity, Denmark: I have a question about the ISO Working 
Group and the proposals for the curve. The thing which I do 
not like about this weighting curve is the fall-off at 20 Hz 
and higher frequencies . I understand from Dr . Brilel's paper 
this morning that the Working Group was restricted to con-
sider frequencies below 20 Hz but I would like to ask 
whether the Working Group has considered the possibility of 
using the linear curve covering the whole audio frequency 
range together with the infrasonic range as another way of 
giving a single figure number for the infrasound. You could 
have, for example, a system which includes the dB(A) follow-
ed by the dB(C) which gives the l ow frequency range down to 
about 20 Hz and for the third measure, the linear scale 
which also includes the infrasoni c range. Perhaps we should 
not call it a linear scale but give it some other name as 
it must have some cut-off at very low frequencies, below, 
say, l Hz. Has this possibil ity been consi dered in the 
Working Group? 
Per V . Brue! : I understand that you mean a flat r esponse 
c urve weighting all frequencies the same. We have tried to 
avo id this as it is the problem with the Swedish standard . 
In the l ow infrasound range they a re weighting all frequen-
cies equally with the consequence that the less dangerous 
and l ess annoying very low frequency components are weight-
ed too heavily. That is why we would like to have a slope 
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to the cur ve. 
Jens Helger Ri ndel : I think you misunderstand me . What I 
propose i s a linear curve which covers the a u dio frequency 
ra nge plus t h e inf rason i c range . That means a curve like 
the C curve but continuing towards the lower frequenci e s , a nd 
then i t could have the slope which you require f or the 
lowest f r equencies . But I think it is dangerous per haps t o 
have a we i ghti ng curve like the o ne proposed which cuts off 
at 20 Hz because this gives you a weight i ng curve wh i ch ha s 
no similarity with any auditor y function or anyth i ng e l se . 
Per v. Bruel: You are correct. It would be v ery n i ce to 
have the same weighting curve continuing over the critical 
20 Hz so that it covered the whole thing from 2 Hz to 20 
~•Hz. The pract i cal problem is now t hat we in nearly all 
countries have legislation relating to the present dB(A) 
curve and the present standardized sound level meter. We 
are now try i n g to extend that but you cannot j ust extend 
the A curve , you have to have it bent if you are going in-
to t he infrasound range and consequently the thing is that 
you cannot hope to change the present A curve in t he 
short term . I t is not feasible or practical and may not 
even be a good thing to do . I t is necessary to have one set 
of limits from 20 cycles upwards with our normal standard 
sound l evel meter a nd if you wi sh t o have ano t her limit in 
the infrasound range , you require an instrument which is 
only covering t hat . That is why the instrument should c u t 
off as sharpl y as possibl e into the audio rang e . That i s 
the only r eason for i t , although I agree with you that i t 
woul d be nice to have one curve covering the whole thing, 
bu t that i s a l itt l e impr act i ca l t oday . 
Jens Helger Ri ndel : I do not really see the practical d i f -
fere n ce , becau se in both cases you must have two sets of 
cr i teria . One for the existing A weighting curve and anot-
her one which includes the infr asonic range. This r ange 
c o uld be determined with the proposed narrow weighting 
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curve or it could be with a broader weighting curve which 
includes the low frequency range. Don't you think that this 
proposed weighting curve will result in a gap from about 20 
until 100 Hz? This is the low frequency range Which has 
been shown to be very important. 
Per V. Brliel: There will b e a discont i nuity around 20 Hz 
but I cannot see a ny wa y around it with the present possibi-
l i ties. If we were starting a ll over again as we were 50 
years ago we should put the whole t hing into one . That 
should be better, but I do not th ink we can do it now . 
T. ten Welde: One point whic h has not been discussed i s the 
relation to standardization in t he field of mechanical 
vibrations . we have experienc e t hat people are not sure 
whether t hey are affected by mechanical vibrations or no ise. 
There is an indication that when you are going to judge a 
situation wi t h re s pect to l ow f requency nois e , you also have 
to consider the mechanical vibratio n aspec t. The point is that 
the re should not be separate Wo rking Groups and separate 
standards for these two problems but that they should be 
combined in someway. 
Per v. Brue!: It will be a good th i ng to have this stan-
dardized and although there a r e two different Wo r k ing Groups 
in ISO t hey are co-operating closely . The Vibration Group 
i s working hard now and I think you can expec t some very 
good results in a short time - in ISO terms that is a few 
years. At the present time in Sweden, t here is a meeting of 
the Working Group which is trying to finish something about 
the influence of v i brations on the hand and a rm. 
T . ten Welde: The impor tant point is that although people 
say they are bothered by a sound , you may measure a l ow 
sound pressure l evel but a v ibrat ion l evel t hat is enough 
to give annoyance. So I would l ike tha t i t should be stated 
in the vibra tion standard that when you have a problem you 
also must measure the low frequency sound. Conversely in 
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the noise standard I would like a reference t o mechanical 
vibrations standards. That is the minimum I should like. 
per v. Bri.iel: You are correct and I can assur e you that it 
is in good hands. There i s really good co- operation between 
the vibration and noise working groups. 
Jean Mattei: M. Gui l lot (Commission of the European Conununi-
ties) has had to leave but he wished to raise some questi0ns 
to the panel . The EEC Commission has considered starting a 
new research programme especially on low frequency noise and 
that is why they were present at this Conferen c e. They are 
seeking some kind of advice and he has lef t me with these 
questions concerning the research need for the next 3-5 
years. 
~:h!:~L9:\!~~!::h212 : Should sound of frequency between 1- 20 Hz 
be included i n the general noise environmental problem , 
perhaps wit h a weighting curve di f ferent from the A curve? 
In other words : do we need to make a separate study of the 
low frequency sound or simply t r ea t the low frequencies as 
a part of the total sound , but using a new weight i ng curve? 
~~S.21}~_9:\!~~!:!:.21} : Are the annoyance effects of infra sound on 
complaints so i mportant , that we should look at them? 
Thi~4-~~~~tiQU ' Should study be made of the synergy between 
infrasound and other sounds or other kinds of polluti on, for 
example, l i ke alcohol? I t has been shown at least for mice, 
that if you give alcohol and noise such that the alcohol has 
no effect , the noise has no effect and the infrasound has no 
effect , but wh e n put together you have a tremendous effect . 
H. G. Leventh all : With respect to the first question on 
whether we should study low frequencies separately or use a 
weighting curve , we have already discussed some of this. I 
think our fee l ing was that if we wi sh to find out the detail 
of what is go i ng on and attempt to come to some , perhaps 
major conclusions, we need to study the low frequency in 
detail. If we are to use criteria then a weighting curve 
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added on to a sound l eve l meter would be a useful develop-
ment. It may not be possible but it may be usefu l . 
The second question was related to t he effect o f infra-
sound on complaints . If we use t he word infra sound, we 
should mean frequencies below 20 Hz. Infra sound is sometimes 
used when low frequencies are meant a nd al though I think 
t hat there is s ome effec t of infrasound on complaint s there 
is more e ff ect of low frequency noise on complaints . We 
should give more attention to the effects o f low frequency 
noise above 20 Hz perhaps g oing up to 100 or even 200 Hz. 
The t hird que stion was the s ynergetic effects between in-
frasound, other s ounds and o ther parameters. At Chel sea Col-
lege we carried out some work relating t o the effects of 
infrasound, audio frequency sound and alcohol on human task 
performance. Our conclusions were not very defin ite but 
what we found in all t ests in which alcohol had been taken 
was that this had the over-riding e ffect, it obscured other 
effects. We found , as others have f ound, that audio frequency 
noise can actually improve task performance. We did not find 
improvement in task performance with infrasound, and we did 
suspect that d uring the course of t he infrasound exposure 
a slight decrease i n performance was beginni ng t o show. 
Torben Poul sen: I have a comment on the question of co-opera-
tion within the European Communit ies. I think i t is a very 
good idea, especially i n t he light of standardization, that 
different countries work t o g e ther on the same topic in order 
to reach agreement o n how things are to be meas ured. I think 
we can learn from that, and I think we will r ealize that 
measurements or investigations per formed in one country 
should not be t he basis for world-wide standardization . 
D. L. Johnson : I t h ink in the third question there is defini te-
ly a reaction between infrasound and high frequency audio 
sound. One thing i s that for a high enough level of infra-
sound you can by the movement o f your eardrum modulate what 
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is coming in from the out side . At a very high level like 
140 dB when listening to a tone , I can te ll that the tone 
is being modu lated by the infrasou nd . Th is e f fect probably 
carries down t o lower levels. Additionally you can mask 
infrasound with a higher freque ncy sound . Also they both 
conta in information and if you do modula te, for e xampl e , 
a 1000 Hz tone by a very l ow frequency tone, it makes it 
more obnoxious. Whether t he modulation should be called 
infrasound is debatable . We can measure it, most people 
are aware of it, and it does have some tonal qual ities 
when you modulate a high frequency tone . I th ink this is 
a common pr oblem which we misrepresent as i nfrasound . 
H.G. Leventhal!: These three questio ns lead us to the end 
of our discuss i on . We have been going or. for over two 
hours and I was told beforehand that two hours was an im-
possibly long time to expect the discussion to continue 
for . But it is a good s ign. We a re almost at the end of 
the Conference and the f i nal words will be said by Dr . An-
dersen , but before he does this , I must say a few words of 
very genuine thanks on behalf of us all to Dr . Andersen 
and his colleagues here at Aalbor g . From my own smal l i n-
volvement with the Organization , I know how much work they 
have put into it and the y have produced a really well or-
ganized , well r u n and one of the most in t eresting Conferen-
ces I have ever been a t. Thank you everybody from Aalborg. 
J0rgen Bach Andersen: Thank you very much . But a Conference 
i s noth i ng without an audience , so I would like to thank 
all the speakers, all the panel members here and all of 
you who have been very active in these last t h ree days. 
We have been a little surprised that you have turned up so 
well all the time and it is very gratify ing . After a Con-
ference l ike this we are all a littl e confus ed , and it will 
take some time before we get a ll the facts settled, but I 
think our confusion has proceeded to a higher level . It is 
obvious that if somebody thought from the beginning that 
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we could reconciliate the hawks and doves i n t his field , 
this has not been possible. We can say that this Conference 
is certainly not the last word on this subject but it is a 
small step forward towards a greater understanding of low 
frequency noise. Such an understanding is a necessary con-
dition for an improvement o f the situation whi ch Wil l take 
some further time. With these wor ds I would like to close 
the Conference. Thank you for coming. 
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